Reliable. Affordable... And Now

Rechargeable!

Comfortex Window Fashion’s Simplicity Motorized Shades provide
reliable motorization at an affordable price. And now, no need to ever replace
your batteries; keep your shades powered with the new rechargeable battery
option for remote control motorization. Rechargeable motorization...
Lessen your impact on the environment while saving money!

Simplicity Motorization offers a variety
of benefits.
Comfortex Window Fashions with Simplicity Motorization provides safety, convenience and reliability
all at an affordable price.
Easy Operation: Raise, lower and tilt your shades with the touch of a button. No more fiddling with
cords or manually adjusting each window to your favorite position. The tedious task of operating a
group of shades is now simplified. Simplicity Motorization is the ideal solution for hard to reach or
oversized windows.
Child Safety: The cordless design eliminates potential child and pet safety hazards.
Privacy and Light Control: By pushing a button, shades can be opened or closed on demand to
provide privacy and light control when needed.
Affordability: Wireless remote control is an affordable option to control your window shades without
any operating cords.
Quality and Reliability: Simplicity motors are backed by a 5 year warranty in conjunction with a
Comfortex Limited Lifetime Warranty for the shade.

Simplicity Remote Control Shades now
available with rechargeable batteries!
Simplicity Shades can be powered by a discrete and easy-to-use custom rechargeable battery pack.
This exciting new option will provide you with many benefits.
More Environmentally Friendly: Rechargeable batteries have a considerably smaller impact on the
environment than disposable batteries when comparing serviceable life.
Long Lasting Charge: Simplicity Shades can be operated for up to one full year on a single charge.
And, you can recharge the batteries up to 500 times!
Save Money: No need to replace expensive disposable batteries over and over again. Rechargeable
batteries last for many years.
Style: The battery stays out of sight inside the headrail or discreetly behind any set of window
shades.
Easy Installation: The integrated battery pack has been designed for quick and easy installation.
No wiring necessary. All motors are pre-programmed at the factory.
Easy Maintenance: When the motors show signs of slowing, simply plug the charger into the
charging port on the shade and plug into a standard household outlet to recharge overnight.

Simplicity Motorization is available
with many Comfortex products.
• Roller Shades and Roman Shades

• Soft Tones Sheer Shadings

• Shangri-La® Sheer Horizontal Shadings

• Odysee™ Cellular Blinds

• Cellular Shades

Call your Comfortex Territory Sales Manager at (800) 843-4151
to learn more about Simplicity Motorization.

